


MR. ROBERT REID N. A.
One of America's foremost painters, whose
works are in the museums and principal

private galleries of this country, has un-

dertaken contracts for important mural

decorations which will necessitate his pro-

longed absence from New York City. He
has therefore decided te place on Public

Sale, the various Paintings, Studies, Etc.,

now in his studio.

This collection embraces not only finished

and completed works, including many well

known and admired canvases, but also

a large number of Studies of various por-

tions of his Mural Paintings in the public

buildings of this country, and Cartoons for

the famous stained glass windows in the

Roger's Memorial Church at Fairhaven,

Massachusetts.

The Sale by Auction will take place on

Friday Evening, April 4th, 1913

At half-past eight o'clock

These Works will be on Exhibition at

CLARKE'S ART ROOMS
5 WEST 44th STREET, N. Y.

On Monday, March 31, from 8 a. m. until

6 p. m. and daily thereafter to time of sale





ROBERT REID, N.A.

BORN Stockbridge, Mass.

Member National Academy
of Design; Ten American Paint-

ers; National Institute of Arts

and Letters; Representei m the

Permanent Collections of the

Metropolitan Museum, New Yor
Corcoran Gallery of Art, Wash-
ington, D. C; Albright Art Gal-

lry, Buffalo; Brooklyn Institute

of Arts; National Gallery of Art

(Evans Collection), Washington;

Nebraska Art Association, Lin-

coln, Neb.; Museum of Art, De-

troit, Mich.; Museum of Art,

Fort Worth, Texas; Art Associa-

tion, Richmond, Ind., and Muse-

ums of Indianapolis, Cincinnati,

Omaha, etc. Medal Columbian

Exposition, Chicago, 1893; Clarke

Prize, National Academy of De-

sign, 1897; First Hallgarten

Prize, National Academy of De-

sign, 1898; Silver and Gold Med-



als (Paintino- and Mural Decora-

tion), Exposition Universelle,

Paris, 1900; Silver Medal, Pan
American Exposition, Buffalo,

1901; Silver Medal, Universal

Exposition, St. Louis, 1904; Third

Clarke Prize ($1,000), Corcoran

Gallery, 1908; Mural Decora-

tions in many public and private

buildings, including Library of

Congress (Washington, D. C),
Appellate Court House (New
York), Central High School,

Springfield, Mass., Massachusetts

State !House (Boston), Paulist

Fathers Church (New York);
Paintings and Decorations in pri-

vate collections of William T.
Evans, Esq.; Joseph H. Choate,
Esq.; John Gellatly, Esq.; Mrs.
O. H. P. Belmont; Edw. D.
Harkness, Esq.; Charles Deer-
ing, Esq., etc. Designed and
executed the stained glass win-
dows of the H. H. Rogers Memo-
rial Church, Fairhaven, Mass.



1

Drying Clothes

Landscape

In the yard of a simple habita-

tion are spread out some clothes

on a pale qrreen grass plot. The
moon in the evening sky gives a
tender color to everything.

14 x 18



2

The Beauty Spot

Figure

Before a mirror a young woman
stands making her toilet. She
is in the act of placing a patch
of black on her chin.

12 x 18



3

The Chief Justice

Study, Otis decoration, State

House, Boston

The original study for Mr. Reid's

well-known decoration in the

Massachusetts State House at

Boston. A strong face looks out

under a great white wig;, illumi-

nated by the fire-light and giv-

ing pronounced shadows. The
color of the red judicial gown is

telling.

19 x 30



4

Flora

Figure

A beautiful young woman seated
and leaning against a picket
fence, holds in her arms a bunch
of cut flowers, red and pink,

while about her is a mass of
purple bloom, and sunlight fil-

ters through the upright pickets.
She wears a red skirt and a white
waist, and her expression is one
of deep, thoughtful meditation

33% x 37
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Two Disciples

Studies for "Sermon on the

Mount," Rogers Memorial,

Mass.

Powerfully indicated Eastern

figures enveloped in white drap-

eries are seen against a yellow

sky. They stand by a tree.

Study for Rogers Memorial at

Fair Haven, Conn.

24 x 31



6

Peonies

Flowers, Oil

In a handsome mass of pale green

leaves is seen a group of peonies

with delicate white tints against

a picket fence, sunlight filtering

through.

24^ x 28
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Angel's Head

From Nativity Window, Rog-

ers Memorial, Mass.

Sketch of angel's head from the

Nativity Window, Rogers Me-

morial, Fair Haven, Mass., show-

ing a beautifful face illumined

by a warm light on the left-hand

side.

10.4 x 11.4
. , ..



Landscape

In full blossom is seen a spread-

ing apple tree against a delicate-

ly graded sky of pink tones, in

which rises a yellow moon. The
light of this and of the sky gives

a curiously effective tint to the

mass of white blossoms, while

the picture is quite enveloped in

a misty, poetic atmosphere full

of suggestiveness and beauty.

25 x 30



9

Study—Angel's Head

Study of head of an angel for

Rogers Memorial at Fair Haven,

Mass., showing a beautiful young

woman, her face brilliantly illu-

minated and one hand at her

breast.

16 x 20
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The Pool

Landscape

The movement of a flowing

stream is admirably expressed in

this canvas as it comes down the

middle of the composition, catch-

ing the blue of the sky or the
yellow of the pebbles that cover
the bottom. A sturdy tree trunk
is to the left; some luxuriant
branches hang over the top, and
the picture is half in shadow,
half in full sunlight.

27 x 30



11

Head

Study of James Otis, Boston

State House

Preparatory sketch for the main
figure in Mr. Reid's decoration

at the Massachusetts State

House, Boston, showing James
Otis in purple coat and white

wig, with right arm raised

26 x 30%



The Garden .

Landscape

Rendered with the most delicate

and subtle suggestion of color,

A mass of hollyhocks is seen

against some cypress trees, which

are mainly in shadow. These

hollyhocks are white and pink,

partly in shadow, and the yellow

green of the field shows between

the plants. The canvas is in the

nature of a direct sketch from

Nature.

25 x 30



13

The Justice

From Otis Panel, Boston

State House

Sketch of the Presiding Justice

in Mr. Reid's decoration in the

Massachusetts State House, Bos-

ton. The figure is in red ermine

with a great wig, seated on the

bench.

25J^ x 29



14

White Flag—Flowers

A group of delicate white flags

against the pale green of a mea-
dow, their graceful shapes ren-

dered with decorative effect.

16 x 24



The Hill Top

Figure

Holding in her left hand a straw

hat trimmed with gay ribbons

and flowers, and standing on a

side hill, is a beautiful young

woman in white with a blue sash.

Sunlight and shadow flicker

across the meadow and a blue

sky is full of white clouds, some

trees coming against the horizon.

The right arm is on her hips, and

there is a great sense of light, air

and brilliancy.

.36 x 72
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The Brass Bowl

Figure

Seated against a background of

tapestry a young woman is seen
in profile holding in her lap the
vessel that gives the picture its

title. She is dressed in white,
and her hair, of a Titian red, is

caught by the light. The sim-
plicity of the color scheme is

notable, while the painting is

very direct and effective.

26% x 29%



17

Shepherd's Head

Rogers Memorial Church,

Mass.

An Oriental head of an old man
with a great white beard and

turban. The face is curiously lit

and the eyes are partly closed.

16 x 20



18

One of the Judges

Boston State House Decora-

tion

Powerful study of one of the ju-

dicial figures for Mr. Reid's dec-
oration for the Massachusetts
State House, Boston. The man,
wearing a white wig and a red
gown, is leaning his head on his
hand in a thoughtful attitude.

26^ x 30



Pond Lilies

Figure

A pretty woman, garbed in lilac,

is seated on a bench with her

hands in her lap. A tub before

her contains half a dozen water

lilies. They seem to have started

a train of thoughts in the model,

whose expression is pensive, and

who appears to be ruminating.

A delicate scheme of green forms

the background.

24 x 36



20

The Doge

Portrait of C. C. C.

An impression of a man with

gray hair and beard seated in a

stately chair with his hands
clasped over his breast. He wears

a red gown, and about his neck
a gold chain with jewels.

42 x 44



21

The Apostle St. Thomas

Rogers Memorial

A study for the Rogers Memo-
rial at Fair Haven, Mass., show-

ing the study figure clad in a

striped robe, wearing a turban

of green and purple. The face in

profile.

19 x 40



Accepted Sketeh

For Boston State House,

James Otis

The completed composition for

Mr. Reid's decoration at the

Massachusetts State House, Bos-
ton, of James Otis and the

Judges when he made his famous
speech against the Writs.

35 x 66
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The Bather

Figure

Seated on a rock, in the midst

of a turbulent stream, a nude lad

rests from his exertions of swim-

ming. The water is full of move-

ment, and is brilliant here and

there under the light. Mostly in

shadow, the boy's body is full of

tender tones, and the whole pic-

ture sparkles with color. The

figure is drawn with skill, and the

painting is of alluring dexterity,

while the arrangement is most

happy.

26% x 33%



24

The Apostle St. Peter

Rogers Memorial

A study of a figure for the Rog-
ers Memorial at Fair Haven,
Mass., showing a seated man in
a green and yellow robe, his face
in profile.

20 x 40



Valley, Moonrise

Landscape

Coming up from behind a pale

green hill is the moon, deep yel-

low in tone, and casting a glow

over the landscape. Lines of

trees make interesting divisions

of the country, and the delicacy

of the color scheme is most un-

usual, a sense of poetry being

everywhere apparent.

44 x 61



28

The Girl in Pink

Figure

Leaning against a white wall a

young woman in pale pink has

one arm entwined in a hammock.

Her hair is dark, and a dark

necktie gives a note of relief.

20 x 27



27

Land of Nowhere

Landscape and Figure

Fantastic architecture rises up

from the base of a hill and clouds

circle about a distant mountain.

Through the valley flows a

stream, and on the spectator's

right, in the foreground, stands

a classic youth with his dog.

They gaze at the scene spread

out before them, in which the

imagination of the painter has

been given full play.

30 x 36



28

Village Post Office

Landscape

By the side of a pond at the foot

of a hill is seen the rude build-

ing of the village post office. A
sky of blue is flecked with white

clouds.

27 x 30



Summer Girl

Figure

Jauntily seated on the rail of a

piazza is a typical American
maiden in a purple waist, straw

hat and gray skirt. Behind her

is a blue sky with white clouds

and some green foliage, while she

leans against a gray post, and to

the right are the clapboards of

the hotel. A touch of red in the

hat gives a note of sparkle to the

canvas.

33 x 37



The Village Street, Evening

Figure

Very delicate in the color

scheme, showing the thorough-

fare of an American country

town. This composition has a

group of houses to the left, with

a window lit here and there,

while to the right a maid and a

youth engage in earnest conver-

sation as they lean against a

stone wall. Over the distant hill

the full moon comes up and
gives a tender glow over every-

thing.

26% x 33%
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Idyll—Fawn and Girl

Figure

Two heads are contrasted here,

the sculptured bust of a young

fawn and the living face of an

attractive young woman. They
are in a setting of fall leaves,

through which is seen patches of

blue sky.

16 x 20
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The Red Flower

Figure

Velasquez-like, a little figure of

a child stands on a lawn and

holds in her right hand a red

flower. Her reddish hair and her

white dress are flecked here and
there with touches of sunlight,

while some stately trees form a

background, and there are

patches of light on the grass at

her feet. The face is full of ani-

mation, and the sense of ado-
lescence is well expressed.

32 x 50^

V
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The Pink Cape

Figure

By the side of a great red vase

of flowering plants sits a young
woman with auburn locks, lean-

ing her head on her hand, while

the other lies in her lap and

holds a flower. The picture is in

the nature of a symphony in

greens and reds, and the disposi-

tion of the light and shade is en-

tertainingly managed.

33% x 37



Dawn, Diana

Figure and Landscape

A beautiful nude figure of the
goddess with her bow and dog
stands on a grassy slope and
gazes across a valley faintly il-

luminated by the sun's rays.
Very tender is the color scheme
here, and delicate the tones of
gray, some of the warmth of the
rising sun catching the woman's
face with a roseate gloss.

26% x 29%
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On the Bronx River

Landscape

Some old willows with luxuriant

foliage are seen under a gray,

silvery sky, an opalescent qual-

ity of light permeating the scene.

25 x 30



38

Portrait of Old Lady

Figure

Dressed in black and wearing her
bonnet, an old lady is seated on
a chair upholstered in green. Her
gray hair is smooth over her
forehead, and she wears an ex-
pression of quiet dignity.

15 x 20



Landscape

Some delicate green trees are

banked against a background of

hill and fields, and a strip of gray

sky is seen to the left, while in

the foreground is a grassy mea-
dow. All is enveloped in the

mist of a fine rain, wetness being

admirably expressed, while a del-

icately decorative color feeling

pervades the canvas.

25 x 30



September Woods

Figure

A young girl with a mass of red

hair is seen, her little figure

against autumnal foliage. She

carries a branch of gaily colored

leaves.

30 x 33
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Decorative Landscape

Landcape

Standing at the foot of a slender

tree a young woman gazes pen-

sively at a letter. Back of her

spreads out a rolling landscape

and purple hills with an orchard.

A fence is seen to the right, more

tree growth to the left, while

overhead is a blue sky flecked

with white clouds. Yellow leaves

on the trees indicate autumn's

approach.

42 x 42



40

The Paisley Shawl

Figure

The figure of a young woman,
dark of hair, clad in a Paisley

shawl, stands against a meadow.
She has one hand at her bosom,
and some fall leaves from a

branch overhead are seen at the

top of the canvas. The dull,

rich tones of the shawl against

the dark ground are delightfully

suggested.

25 x 30
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The Girl in the Sun

Figure

Seated in a pensive attitude, with

her face leaning on her hand, a

young girl is seen out of doors,

garbed in dark colors, with a

glimpse of sunlight on the grass.

24% x 27%



42

Butterfly Net

Figure and Landscape

By the side of a flowering bush

stands a young girl in short dress

striving to catch a butterfly with

a net which she holds in her

right hand. A side hill with tree

forms and houses serves as a

background.

30 x 37



43

Edge of Swimming Pool

Figure

Catching the full effect of the

light, the nude figure of a youth

stands before a turbulent stream.

At the top of the composition is

a border of green.

20 x 40



44

Edge of the Garden

Figure

Dressed in white, a beautiful

young woman stands in the midst
of a flowering garden full of sun-
shine. There is a background of
young poplars.

30 x 36



September Haze

Landscape

Flowing through a heavy wood-

land a quiet stream reflects ten-

der shadows. A great willow

tree to the left sends out many
branches, while to the right

smaller trees are half lost in the

dense foliage. All is suggestive-

ly rendered in the most dainty

tints, and here and there the sky

is seen through the tracery of the

leaves and stems.

33 x 36%



The Japanese Lantern

Figure

Standing by a chrysanthemum
bush is a beautiful girl in deli-

cate purple, holding a Japanese
lantern, the light from which
glints her arm and dress, and
gives a glow to her face. The
brilliancy of the many colors of
the lantern is skilfully managed
and kept in agreeable rese'-ve,

while a tender green background
harmonizes with the general
color scheme.

25% x 29



The Red Book

Figure

Two young girls are seated to-

gether, while one reads a fairy

book, the other listening with

wide-eyed wonder. The contrast

is interesting, one fair haired and

blue-eyed, the other dark, with

color. A gown of green and

white and another of gray,

trimmed with red, furnish s .11

more agreeable contrast.

30 x 33



Christ

Study, Figure

An impressive figure of the Re-
deemer standing with His hand
raised. He wears a white robe,
which is draped as well over His
head, and as a background is a
hillside. The type of face is dis-
tinctly Oriental, with delicate
features, slight beard and long
hair. The light comes from the
back, leaving the figure in shad-
ow.

24% x 3834



Nativity

Color Sketch, H. H. Rogers

Memorial Church

Color sketch for a five panel win-

dow for the Rogers Memorial at

Fair Haven, Mass., showing the

Virgin and Child, the Shepherds,

Wise Men and Angels.

42 x 46%



The Canna

Figure

Clad in a gown of lilac, stands
the full-length, life-size figure of
a beautiful woman, holding in her
left arm a bunch of cannas, while
a spray of them is in her right
hand. A lovely landscape sur-
rounds her and sunlight flickers
over her dress and face. The lat-

ter looks out of the canvas with
animated expression.

36 x 72



Black Eyed Susans

Figure

Decoratively composed, this pan-

el represents the figure of a little

girl, her arms full of yellow

daisies. She is in a field that

glows with sunshine. A daring

scheme successfully carried out

and palpitating with color.

30 x 60
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The Rainbow

Landscape

Arching across the sky the deli-

cately tinted rainbow is seen in

a grayish sky. A young tree is

outlined against the heavens and

other trees are on the horizon.

30 x 37



First Born

Figure

This picture elected Mr. Reid

to S. A. A.

Leaning on a pall, at the head

of which are two burning can-

dles, sits a disconsolate mother,

a peasant woman in a coarse

brown dress. A crucifix is on

the wall, and to the left a win-

dow. The room is bare, and the

woman's grief is obvious. This

picture was one of Mr. Reid's

earliest successes in the Paris

Salon.

331/2 x 37



54

The Sleeping Valley

Landscape

The rich greens of heavy foliage
are indicated against a side hill,

the moon full in the sky. To the
left in the middle distance a
humble cottage with lights in the
window.

24^ x 27^
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The Profile

Figure

Standing figure of an attractive

young woman with her hands at

her breast. She is dressed in

yellow, and her brown hair

catches the light here and there.

A background is of dark blue.

9% x 42%



Figure and Landscape

The glow of the last gleams of

a late afternoon illumines the

figure of a young girl, who is

gathering branches of the red

sumach. She is in a white dress

and gracefully posed.

25 x 30



57

Thunderheads

Landscape

A very low horizon line gives

ample space for a serious study
of sky containing piled up clouds

touched here and there with
glints of pink and vellow. such
as are known as "thunderheads."

The blue to the upper left is

flecked with delicate streaks of

pink-white, and to the lower left

a tree is silhouetted against the

sky.

30 x 35



Yellow Autumn

Landscape

A stream crosses the immediate

foreground, and to the left is a

tree trunk reflected therein.

Through a field the eye is led to

a pond, and beyond lies a wood-
land. Branches wave gracefully

over the top of the composition

and are full of yellow foliage,

while a bit of sky is caught by
the stream to the right.

25 x 30
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September Breeze

Figure and Landscape

Her white robe blown by the

wind, a young woman stands to

the right of the canvas, her arms

on her hips. She is in a green

field, and some trees are silhou-

etted against the sky.

25 x 30



On the Terrace

The figure of a young and beau-

tiful woman, dressed in white, is

seen standing in a formal gar-

den. The sunlight envelops the

scene, and the attractive gray
greens make a lovely harmony,
while the grace and repose of the
figure are conspicuous.



Misty Rain

Landscape

Some rolling country stretches

away under a misty sky. A hr.e

of trees crosses the canvas with

a fence, and all seems enveloped

in a delicate veil, the distance

being partly lost in the obscur-

ity.

24^ x 2iy2
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The Green Scarf

Figure

With face seen three-quarter

view, a young woman is posed

with a green scarff thrown about

the shoulders. Her hair is caught

in a knot at the back, and under

the green is a touch of white

garment. The expression is one

of meditation and the eyes look

deamily away.

25 x 30






